
UNFAVORABLE on SB 840 

 

 

This bill was originally passed last year as Emergency Use Authorization that was supposed to expire at 

the end of this year. This bill extends to 2024 emergency use authorizations that are no longer required! 

Furthermore it expands the authority and reach of administrators regarding testing, contact tracing and 

protocols in multiple settings to “control” COVID 19, a virus that no longer exists! The bill is allegedly 

to be able to reopen schools, colleges and workplaces which are already open. In fact, just this week the 

AELR did an about-face on masking.  This issue is clearly over. The bill's advocates are advocating 

entrenched tyrannical control and – if you've been listening to the host of House bills aimed at denying 

this tyranny – you understand now that Marylanders will not tolerate this.  You should remember that, 

to whatever extent you've embraced globalism, the citizenry has not. Do you want that confrontation? 

The people that testified spoke of freedom, American (NOT communist) values and their personal 

autonomy (which the United Nations enjoys promoting for world citizens....not so much for 

AMERICANS). 

 

But there are even more egregious issue is reliance on “the really smart people” Gov. Hogan has 

referred to for the last 2 years guiding him on Maryland's medical tyranny.  Odd thing is how the CDC, 

WHO, NIH, that stinking fraud Fauci and virtually every public health talking head was wrong. Dead 

wrong! And tens of thousands of elderly died at the hands of these misfits ignoring practical medical 

protocols and general commonsense. 

The bill talks about incentivizing vaccine uptake of ANY CDC recommended vaccine now or in the 

future. Parents are not going to allow you to forcibly experimentally vaccinate their 3-year-olds against 

a virus which is long gone. You're barking up a wrong and dangerous tree.  This kitchen-sink approach 

reeks of tyranny and it will be publicized if passed out of your committee.  Are you going to allow 

everybody but the trashman & dog catcher to “vaccinate” with this poison? Are you watching young 

professional sports personalities fall dead on the ball-courts & on the soccer fields?  

Draw up your rhetorical defenses in advance because parents, patriots and birthed-citizens of Maryland 

will not tolerate you giving in to the fear-mongering Rosapepe. 

 

I urge you, for the sake of the reputation of the Senate and for the stake every one of the 6 million 

residents have invested in Maryland, to fail this bill in its entirety. 

   

vince mcavoy 


